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Would you like to be able to generate income by knowing inside-out all the best secrets, tips,
and techniques of the trading world even if you are a beginner? If the answer is "YES", then
keep reading... Nowadays we hear the word "Trading" all over the internet, and we see results
of people making thousands and thousands of dollars with this activity. The best part is that
what you see it's actually doable, but many beginners that want to start exploring the stock
markets feel overwhelmed by the complexity and the vastness of the subject. This happens
pretty much every time with people that don't have a guide to follow, and this is one of the
reasons that led me to write this collection of books, which is packed with explanations, bits of
information, tips, techniques, and strategies that will make you able to become a pro at trading
from zero, in fact, by reading this book you'll discover: What Is Options Trading, so you will
have an in-depth knowledge of this kind of trading, and you'll discover all the secrets and
techniques to actually make money from this kind of trading What Are The Best Platforms To
Trade On, to become aware of what are the most solid platforms that ask less to zero
commissions every time you trade, so you'll be able to maximize the profits What Is A
Cryptocurrency, And How To Trade Them, so you will know how the crypto world works, and
how you can enter it even if you don't have any kind of experience Tips And Tricks To Master
Day Trading, so you'll have many proven techniques that will make you able to exploit day
trading, so you can invest without having to worry about the overnight risk How To Apply
Technical And Fundamental Analysis, so you can discover how to read graphics and
understand if a trade will be profitable or not, and you will be able to predict the performances
of a specific company/cryptocurrency/stock The 11 Commandments Of Swing Trading, so
you'll know what are the rules and bits of advice that every trader must know when entering the
swing trading world to be sure that they're not wasting a single dollar Everything About Forex
Trading, so you'll become able to understand and exploit the foreign exchange markets, to
have the possibility to profit from the world's largest financial market How To Develop Your
Trading Plan, so you can be sure to always have a strategy to follow and never lose focus or
apply last-minute changes that might put your money at risk ... & Much More! I feel confident
by saying that this is the most complete bundle about trading that you can find. If you follow it
thoroughly you will have all the knowledge necessary to become a master at trading, so...
What are you waiting for? Scroll to the top of the page and click the "BUY NOW" button to start
learning immediately!
Are you stuck in the rat race? Do you want to start trading and live your best life? Then this
book is for you! Thanks to the incredible strategies presented in this book, you will learn the
best and most powerful trading strategies to create abundance in your life. You see, most
people go through their day exchanging their time for money and having a miserable life which
they are cannot change. But you are different! The fact that you are looking for practical
solutions to your financial problems means that you are on the right path to success and this
book will make sure that you get real results very fast. Thousands of students have achieved
their goals by mastering the must-see trading strategies and techniques presented in the book,
which go into the little details that can make or break your trading while providing actionable
steps. Here is what you will learn: The right mindset to achieve and live the trader's lifestyle
How to trade Forex How to analyze charts with technical analysis and fundamental analysis
How to take advantage of social trading How to manage your capital and risk The power of
compound interest How to leverage your position with margin trading Much more! Every
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chapter goes into actionable steps that will allow you to set up your first trading account and be
profitable from the start.
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 12.14 instead of $ 26.97! LAST DAYS! ? Want to learn
the basics of forex trading? Have you been losing and would love to get some simple tips and
tricks that will steer you to the winning side? Well then we can help you out. If you have ever
tried forex trading and have ended up failing then no worries, we are here to help you become
successful in this journey. We will teach you how to make the most money out of your forex
trading endeavors. This book is designed for the beginner who has never done forex trading
before, this book will teach you how to make money quickly and easily. You will learn many
things which will help you towards achieving optimal success with your trading endeavors and
goals, make sure you get this book now before it's too late. In this book you will learn: - What is
Forex? - How to start trading - Platforms and tools for Forex trading - the right mindset in Forex
Trading - technical and fundamental analysis - Secrets to be profitable in the long run - Trading
strategies - Risk management and self - discipline - An example of a real trade Many traders
avoid forex trading because of the myth that is risky, difficult to understand. However, this is
not true. After reading this book, your mentality will change completely, and you will start to see
Forex differently.
A practical, informative, and accessible guide to getting started in trading Louise Bedford has
been coaching and mentoring traders for almost twenty years, and in Trading Secrets, Third
Edition she?s back to share what she?s learned. Whether you?re just starting out in the trading
world, or you?re an old hand looking for some new tricks, this book is for you. Packed with
everything you need to get in on the action and consistently profit from the markets, Trading
Secrets is your personal coach to becoming a trading mastermind. Designed to educate,
motivate, and guide you through the sometimes confusing world of trading, the book shows
you how to set up a trading business and, most importantly, master your number one trading
foe; yourself. Known for her witty and entertaining style, Bedford has demystified the world of
share trading for thousands of investors and traders, and you?re next. Brings together the
processes, careful planning, and risk control techniques that Bedford has used throughout her
own successful trading career Offers fascinating insights into everything from how to handle a
windfall profit to why men and women trade differently Includes end–of–chapter review
materials, essential for helping you master the material
If you are already making thousands of dollars trading Forex and make a full time extravagant
living taking a couple of trades a month, then, please skip this book and go find something else
to do. So, on the other side... do you live in a self denial chasing the next best system?
STOP... Enough is enough, enough ridicule from your relatives and friends, it's time to show
your guts. Face it, think about it, what would you think if you were on the other side looking
through the eyes of your family and friends. All you see is a loser, getting ups and downs
totally controlled by the next guru they read about. Doode ,this gota stop! Trust me, I know you
feel the pain. I can kind of still remember it...kind of hard to do when I am sitting on my yacht in
the Caribbean sipping from something that comes with umbrella on top. See, it didn't use to be
that way, not too long, couple of years ago... but I will tell you about that later in my letter Ha!
Forex trading is not all it is cracked up to be, it is a hard game controlled by robots and banks
and foreign sovereign institutions. Keep reading if you know where I am coming from... Things
didn't used to be all pink for me either, pain, loss, closed one losing account , opened second
one, heard of such and such broker giving a certain deal on lots opened another account, lost
all the money, started in the mini, macro ,regular lots... Does that sound familiar, try to look
from the outside, Forex is for crazy people, crazy winners or crazy losers. Now ,if this is your
first contact with Forex, I am really sorry you had to hear this small talk. I would rather be the
nice guy, rather be the good news bearer, but please, don't kill the messenger, this is the
bloody truth in Forex. You may be mad at me at this moment, but soon will come the moment
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you will thank me . Or you would rather stumble on a nice guru telling you all the lies, and how
he can help you open a 10k account with a secret advantage. Or worse... He can even offer to
manage your 10k, if you so willingly send him a check for the whole amount. The book you are
about to read is the hard learned secrets of the successful traders and brokers and I am
putting it all out for you. See I don't really need the 10 bucks, but I am making sure you
appreciate the value you are getting. I have made my share trading the market, paid for all the
yachts cars and toys and the farm, now it's your turn. I am sick and tired of the pain in the
community and all the retail traders like yourself slaughtered by the hefty brokers. It is time to
pay back, it is time for me to give back and to make sure the small trader has evened the
plates no more secrets and golden grails uncovered. All the knowledge I am presenting in this
book, comes from the school of hard knock, expensive paid Forex forums, where real traders
hang out, not bothered by the rookies. Things I overheard on the golf course? Tell me about
that, one of the guys I used to golf with executed only one trade a month, we used to call him
the "ONE TRADE GUY"... How ridiculous that is? Hanging around, playing golf all month until
a certain currency goes to a such and such monthly level, and pull the trigger to wipe out all
the people with red eyes staring at the screens day and night ,fighting with their spouses,
wasting their lives in front of the broker platforms. I know what you are thinking...this guy is full
of it! Well, I am fed up with the usual story that hits every newbie trader like you and I don't
want you to have anything to do with it. So, I am giving you a choice: take this book read it,
study and devour every single strategy, because is real, out of the trenches uncompromised,
winning truth coming from a real trader. Take the leap of faith, you are a couple mouse clicks
away from finding the real freedom and trading like a pro. Take the click of faith! See you on
the other side! Trader X
? 55% OFF for Bookstores! NOW at $ 16.64 instead of $ 36.97! LAST DAYS! ? Want to learn
the basics of forex trading? Have you been losing and would love to get some simple tips and
tricks that will steer you to the winning side? Well then we can help you out. If you have ever
tried forex trading and have ended up failing then no worries, we are here to help you become
successful in this journey. We will teach you how to make the most money out of your forex
trading endeavors. This book is designed for the beginner who has never done forex trading
before, this book will teach you how to make money quickly and easily. You will learn many
things which will help you towards achieving optimal success with your trading endeavors and
goals, make sure you get this book now before it's too late. In this book you will learn: - What is
Forex? - How to start trading - Platforms and tools for Forex trading - the right mindset in Forex
Trading - technical and fundamental analysis - Secrets to be profitable in the long run - Trading
strategies - Risk management and self - discipline - An example of a real trade Many traders
avoid forex trading because of the myth that is risky, difficult to understand. However, this is
not true. After reading this book, your mentality will change completely, and you will start to see
Forex differently.

If you are already making thousands of dollars trading Forex and make a full time
extravagant living taking a couple of trades a month, then, please skip this book and go
find something else to do.So,on the other side,do you live in a self denial chasing the
next best system?STOP...Enough is enough, enough ridicule from your relatives and
friends,it's time to show your guts. Face it, think about it, what would youthink if you
were on the other side looking through the eyes of your family and friends.All you see is
a loser, getting ups and downs totally controlled by the next guru they read about.
Doode ,this gota stop! Trust me, I know you feel the pain. I can kind of still remember
it...kind of hard to do when I am sitting on my yacht in the Caribbean sipping from
something that comes with umbrella on top.See, it didn't use to be that way,not too
long, couple of years ago...but I will tell you about that later in my letter Ha!Forex
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trading is not all it is cracked up to be, it is a hard game controlled by robots and banks
and foreign sovereign institutions.Keep reading if you know where I am coming
from...Things didn't used to be all pink for me either,pain,loss,closed one losing
account,opened second one,heard of such and such broker giving a certain deal on lots
opened another account, lost all the money,started in the mini, macro,regular
lots...Does that sound familiar,try to look from the outside,Forex is for crazy people,
crazy winners or crazy losers. Now,if this is your first contact with Forex,I am really
sorry you had to hear this small talk.I would rather be the nice guy,rather be the good
news bearer,but please,don't kill the messenger, this is the bloody truth in Forex. You
may be mad at me at this moment,but soon will come the moment you will thank me .Or
you would rather stumble on a nice guru telling you all the lies, and how he can help
you open a 10k account with a secret advantage. Or worseHe can even offer to
manage your 10k,if you so willingly send him a check for the whole amount.The book
you are about to read is the hard learned secrets of the successful traders and brokers
and I am putting it all out for you.See I don't really need the 10 bucks,but I am making
sure you appreciate the value you are getting.I have made my share trading the market,
paid for all the yachts cars and toys and the farm, now it's your turn.I am sick and tired
of the pain in the community and all the retail traders like yourself slaughtered by the
hefty brokers.It is time to pay back, it is time for me to give back and to make sure the
small trader has evened the plates no more secrets and golden grails uncovered.All the
knowledge I am presenting in this book, comes from the school of hard knock,
expensive paid Forex forums, where real traders hang out, not bothered by the rookies.
Things I overheard on the golf course? Tell me about that, one of the guys I used to golf
with executed only one trade a month, we used to call him the "ONE TRADE
GUY"...How ridiculous that is? Hanging around,playing golf all month until a certain
currency goes to a such and such monthly level, and pull the trigger to wipe out all the
people with red eyes staring at the screens day and night,fighting with their
spouses,wasting their lives in front of the broker platforms.I know what you are thinking
"this guy is full of it!"Well, I am fed up with the usual story that hits every newbie trader
like you and I don't want you to have anything to do with it.So, I am giving you a choice:
take this book read it, study and devour every single strategy (however don't choke
take it step by step), because it's real, truth coming from a real trader (I wish I could
stretch my hand over the monitor,I promise you! You could touch me.)Take the leap of
faith;you are a couple mouse clicks away from finding the real freedom and trading like
a pro. Take the click of faith! See you on the other side!Trader X
Most traders on the ASX are familiar with line and bar charts, but there has never
before been a book written in Australia on the ancient Japanese art of candlestick
charting. Louise Bedford, author of the highly successful The Secret of Writing Options,
writes in a clear, concise way and uses plenty of examples to help readers understand
candlesticks and use them to profitably trade the markets.
You will not find this education at you brokers how to section. Most likely you will not
find this information anywhere on this book section on any other book store. I have paid
thousands of dollars on exclusive groups and paid forums to collect the information
presented in this book. As you can imagine these are the highly guarded secrets of the
elite of the FOREX traders, no one gives their living away, unless you pay them a price
worth their living. However I have decided to make this information for ridiculously low
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price, because I am fed up with the brokers and the big banks taking advantage of the
regular retail trader. Let me ask you a question? When was the last time you make
money with FOREX? Even further more how much money you are willing to lose, until
you give up? How long you will continue to give your hard earned money to the broker?
Just like you I started 5 years ago with high hopes of quitting my job and leaving the live
I deserve with FOREX. My hopes and aspirations were quickly crashed and my dreams
went to the dump. First I lost 1000, then 5000, 10k , how much longer I could continue
like that, how much longer I could endure the ridicule the jokes of my family and the
frown on the face of my wife. It was painful, sitting all day in front of the computer, until
you can't see any longer and everything including the platform and your mind become
blurry. I know the pain I have been there. This continued for year, until one morning I
was ready to quit, I was going to give it a last try and throw that FOREX staff in the
garbage, out the window. I stumbled on a rear tread, which since then has been
banned, by the broker that was holding the forum. Luckily the tread continued under the
broker's radar for while, and gathered a bunch of comments an support. Finally the
tread from the trader X was discontinued. I was in dis pare, that was the only hope and
light, I have seen for a long time. I was applying the advice from the trade and things
were starting to work for me. Fortunately I was able to PM the trader and begged him to
agree on a 20 min conversation on the phone. Trader X was not a guru, not your
regular internet promoter mojo. He was quietly raking in thousands of dollars a month
for years, he was not excited about the next trade, his heart beat was not raising before
he pooled the trigger. See, he has been doing this trading staff for so long it has
become a boring procedure, rather a morning an afternoon chore, something like
putting the garbage out on garbage day. He explained that he learned from the
MASTER, I did not proceed to ask him who was the MASTER, since I mainly was
concerned with him teaching him every little bit of what he knew about trading. He didn't
not agree to spend time teaching me on our first conversation, regardless of how much
I offered to pay him. See, for him money was not a issue. Finally on my third approach
he agreed to show me what the MASTER had thought him many years ago. What is
comprised in the pages of this book will be worth pure gold to you.This book is down to
the ground no no sense, real trading knowledge. It gives step by step instructions with
real trade examples. This book is not your regular hog wash advice that you will find
from your broker and the other magic bullets and seven step series that you see on this
site. This book teaches you how to trade like the pros. Shows you how the big banks
and foreign nationals and institution trade. The book opens your eyes to how to piggy
back on the big institutional traders and win. Ninety Five percent of the people that
trade the Forex market lose money and give up. The market is continually replaced by
fresh blood like yourself. Don't become part of the statistics, read this book and get a
map to success in FOREX. You can make a success in FOREX if you know what you
are doing. Yes you can make a living with FOREX and quit your job. You can achieve
your dreams. Buy this book and find out How?
Make 1000%+ gains with this unique, disciplined options trading strategy The Secret to
Extraordinary Wealth in the Options Market shows traders how to make 1,000% plus
gains using options. This unique disciplined approach, together with the power of
compounding, results in a system that's both profitable and fun and doesn't require
frequent trades. Technical analysis traders, option traders, and newcomers alike will
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learn how to identify the best trades and leverage them into higher returns by significant
margins. Step-by-step guidance into the MACD options trading strategy, presented in
an exciting style with plenty of graphs, makes this a quick, easy read packed with
practical advice traders can immediately begin using. Starting from the core need of
strong goal setting and positive attitudes, this book uses "patterns of power" to show
traders how using options can lead to dramatically higher gains. With no need to wade
through chapters of interminable economic theory, The Secret to Extraordinary Wealth
in the Options Market gets you right on the path to better returns as they: Use multiple
time frames to gain an edge Adopt an exclusive new group sector selection structure
Discover the chart patterns that are pure gold to trade Learn exactly how the MACD
gives high-probability trade entries Profitability with limited risk and an unlimited
potential for gains has long been the trader's Atlantis — but now it's been found. Options
offer traders the ability to make more money than ever before, and the MACD strategy
tames them into compliance. To spot the best trades and win at options, traders need
to know The Secret to Extraordinary Wealth in the Options Market.
In The Secret Science of Price and Volume, leading market timer Tim Ord outlines a
top-down approach to trading—identifying the trend, picking the strongest sectors, and
focusing on the best stocks within those sectors—that will allow you to excel in a variety
of markets. With this book as your guide, you’ll quickly become familiar with Ord’s
proven method and discover how it can be used to make more profitable trading
decisions.
Hugely popular market guru updates his popular trading strategy for a post–crisis world
From Larry Williams one of the most popular and respected technical analysts of the
past four decades Long–Term Secrets to Short–Term Trading, Second Edition provides
the blueprint necessary for sound and profitable short–term trading in a post–market
meltdown economy. In this updated edition of the evergreen trading book, Williams
shares his years of experience as a highly successful short–term trader, while
highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of what can be a very fruitful yet
potentially dangerous endeavor. Offers market wisdom on a wide range of topics,
including chaos, speculation, volatility breakouts, and profit patterns Explains
fundamentals such as how the market moves, the three most dominant cycles, when to
exit a trade, and how to hold on to winners Includes in–depth analysis of the most
effective short–term trading strategies, as well as the author?s winning technical
indicators Short–term trading offers tremendous upside. At the same time, the practice
is also extremely risky. Minimize your risk and maximize your opportunities for success
with Larry Williams?s Long–Term Secrets to Short–Term Trading, Second Edition.
Are you considering FOREX Trading but don't know where to start? Discover proven trading
strategies and techniques that will help make you a consistently profitable FOREX trader. The
Secrets You Don't Know About Trading is oriented towards giving beginner traders a solid
understanding of the basics. It focuses on currency exchange trading (FOREX) and uses clear,
concise language that the novice can understand and build upon. The guide also offers proven
trading strategies and how to become a smarter trader with the correct mindset. By reading
this guide you will learn: What is Forex/HFX What is Bitcoin/Cryptocurrency How to trade
currencies The mindset it takes to be a trader How to trade intelligently Trading strategies How
not to blow your bank account How to become a better, smarter trader How to use the Laws of
Attraction and much more... The thought of trading can be intimidating. With the right
knowledge and tools, however, you can start earning passive income and reach your financial
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independence. The Secrets You Don't Know About Trading will give you the information and
foundation you need to understand FOREX trading and begin your journey to a richer future.
Order your copy now and start trading! What are you waiting for?
"An introduction to the basics of short-term trading, including what the floor traders know and
how their knowledge affects your trades, is immediately followed by the core principles and
strategies associated with the short-term, hit-and-run approach to the market known as
"sniper" trading. You'll learn how to measure, quantify, and interpret market data so you can
quickly figure out when the market will move and which way it will go. Sniper Trading then
takes you through the process of using this information to successfully trade in the stock,
options, and futures markets."--BOOK JACKET.
Praise for Secrets of the Trading Pros "In Secrets of the Trading Pros, Jack Bouroudjian
shares the unique insight of a market veteran who has experienced all aspects of the
marketplace-from exchange and industry leader to brokerage executive and market trader. The
reader feels that Jack is sitting next to you telling his and the market's story, offering the view
of an accomplished market participant who is passionate about his work. Jack's work is
relevant reading, whether one is an investment professional or merely curious about how
economic forces are displayed in the markets of today." —Thomas A. Kloet, Senior Executive
Vice President and Chief Operating Officer, Fimat USA, LLC "Jack Bouroudjian is an
accomplished expert in the art of trading equity futures. While no one alive knows all the
secrets about trading, Jack has put together a formidable set of highly significant elements that
are clearly important for success in trading." —Leo Melamed, Chairman Emeritus, Chicago
Mercantile Exchange
If you are already making thousands of dollars trading Forex and make a full time extravagant
living taking a couple of trades a month, then, please skip this book and go find something else
to do.So,on the other side,do you live in a self denial chasing the next best
system?STOP…Enough is enough, enough ridicule from your relatives and friends,it's time to
show your guts. Face it, think about it, what would youthink if you were on the other side
looking through the eyes of your family and friends.All you see is a loser, getting ups and
downs totally controlled by the next guru they read about. Doode ,this gota stop! Trust me, I
know you feel the pain. I can kind of still remember it…kind of hard to do when I am sitting on
my yacht in the Caribbean sipping from something that comes with umbrella on top.See, it
didn't use to be that way,not too long, couple of years ago…but I will tell you about that later in
my letter Ha!Forex trading is not all it is cracked up to be, it is a hard game controlled by robots
and banks and foreign sovereign institutions.Keep reading if you know where I am coming
from…Things didn't used to be all pink for me either,pain,loss,closed one losing account,opened
second one,heard of such and such broker giving a certain deal on lots opened another
account, lost all the money,started in the mini, macro,regular lots…Does that sound familiar,try
to look from the outside,Forex is for crazy people, crazy winners or crazy losers. Now,if this is
your first contact with Forex,I am really sorry you had to hear this small talk.I would rather be
the nice guy,rather be the good news bearer,but please,don't kill the messenger, this is the
bloody truth in Forex. You may be mad at me at this moment,but soon will come the moment
you will thank me .Or you would rather stumble on a nice guru telling you all the lies, and how
he can help you open a 10k account with a secret advantage. Or worseHe can even offer to
manage your 10k,if you so willingly send him a check for the whole amount.The book you are
about to read is the hard learned secrets of the successful traders and brokers and I am
putting it all out for you.See I don't really need the 10 bucks,but I am making sure you
appreciate the value you are getting.I have made my share trading the market, paid for all the
yachts cars and toys and the farm, now it's your turn.I am sick and tired of the pain in the
community and all the retail traders like yourself slaughtered by the hefty brokers.It is time to
pay back, it is time for me to give back and to make sure the small trader has evened the
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plates no more secrets and golden grails uncovered.All the knowledge I am presenting in this
book, comes from the school of hard knock, expensive paid Forex forums, where real traders
hang out, not bothered by the rookies. Things I overheard on the golf course? Tell me about
that, one of the guys I used to golf with executed only one trade a month, we used to call him
the “ONE TRADE GUY”…How ridiculous that is? Hanging around,playing golf all month until a
certain currency goes to a such and such monthly level, and pull the trigger to wipe out all the
people with red eyes staring at the screens day and night,fighting with their spouses,wasting
their lives in front of the broker platforms.I know what you are thinking "this guy is full of
it!"Well, I am fed up with the usual story that hits every newbie trader like you and I don't want
you to have anything to do with it.So, I am giving you a choice: take this book read it, study and
devour every single strategy (however don't choke take it step by step), because it's real, truth
coming from a real trader (I wish I could stretch my hand over the monitor,I promise you! You
could touch me.)Take the leap of faith;you are a couple mouse clicks away from finding the
real freedom and trading like a pro. Take the click of faith! See you on the other side!Trader X
In this book, here's a fraction of what you'll discover. The laid-back formula used in Forex,
Stocks, Options& Futures that has generated 7 figures in profits. The trading business
structure to stack the odds in your favor so you have an unfair advantage whenever you trade.
Be profitable consistently regardless of market conditions by applying these 3 secret
techniques that analysts and fund managers paid Thomas to teach them. Become a top trader
even if you have no experience or zero talent.
Whether you are in the early days of trading or an experienced trader this book will help you
accelerate your trading success. The markets can be challenging; however, with this book you
can dominate the markets. This guide provides inspiration, advice and the tools you need to
unlock the secrets to trading. Though making a profit trading may seem impossible at first this
book will unlock the trader in you giving you the information you need to see huge growth in
this Trillion dollar a day market all at your finger- tips. This book will help equip you and help
give you the knowledge to dominate the market like a professional trader. We do not make
income claims and past profits do not dictate future profits. You can gain the skills to Trade like
the Banks!Monaca Johnson is a Master Trader who has dominated the charts for years. She is
giving you the secrets to success in the markets in this book. She is a wife a mother of three a
master trader, professional entrepreneur, counselor, life coach, and freelance writer. She has
over 17 years of experience in the professional world. Her professional expertise are unveiled
in this book where she gives you the secrets that only professional traders know to help you
become a master trader. This book will give you the fundamentals needed to help you see
success in the markets. Trade at your own risk trading can be risky. She has trained thousands
of traders all over the world! Now you are able to get the secrets to trading the Top 1% don't
want you to know about. Master Trader Monaca Johnson is giving you the secrets and
confidence to help you to Dominate the Forex Markets! This book is the complete guide that
will help give you the advantage to Boost Your Financial Success in the Forex Market!
SECRETS on building a CONSISTENTLY profitable method on REVERSALTRADING.
Traders, are you extremely serious in: Determining the ideal time for a trade entry in reversal
trading and the deep reasons behind that decision; Understanding why you are losing in
trading reversal candlestick patterns (and how to turn losing trades into winning ones by using
simple techniques and signals); Determining the market strength with the highest precision,
using pure price action and trendline; Mastering the analysis and actions when the market
moves in an unclear directions (to make profits later); Becoming a master in trading classic
reversal patterns, generating highest profits and cutting maximum amount of losses; If your
answer is "Yes" for these questions, then this book is for you -where I am going to reveal my
secrets to market movement and patterns that took me a lot of time to research, detect,
optimize and apply effectively. Inside, I am uncovering exactly what I have been implementing
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in the past years to make Forex trading a truly consistently profitable venture. What you would
learn in this edition includes: Understanding the deepest roots of failure via analyzing wrong
thoughts and actions that losers often have; How to determine trend and the change of trend
by combining the most efficient price action techniques of market analysis; How to determine
support/ resistance in connection with market structures with the highest precision; How to
identify a potential market reversal with the most chances of success by using three key
criteria in market structure analysis. When you should sit on the sideline and what you should
do during those times to gain profits later; How to make the best use of pin bar trading in
combination with price action secrets that no one has ever shared with you? How to make the
best use of engulfing patterns with 3MS principle that I have experienced and summarized in
this book? How to avoid traps in double top/ bottom trading and what to do these times to
prepare for potential profits? ... And much, much more... Would you like to explore all the
reversal trading secrets that earned me not less than four years to experience and master?
Download and start moving towards your goals. Scroll up and click the "Buy now" button.
Essentially the Day trading is a synchronous exchange, where one money is exchanged for
another continuously. This is fundamentally a huge market element that depends on extremely
fluid financials, and doesn't generally work in the conventional terms. The exchanges are
completely done electronically or via phone. Organizations such as financial institutions are
majorly the players in the Day trading market hence the SECRETS to profitable trading are
hidden from a lot of persons. Day trading is real and there's money in day trading when you
know the SECRETS. Very few careers can offer you the freedom, flexibility and income that
active trading does. As a trader, you can live and work anywhere in the world. You can decide
when to work and when not to work. You may only answer to yourself. That is the life of a
successful day trader; but it is not easy to achieve and very few succeed. In the book, I
describe the fundamentals of day trading, explain how day trading is different from other styles
of trading and investment, and elaborate on important trading strategies that many traders use
every day. I've kept the book short so you can actually finish reading it and not get bored by
the middle. For beginner traders, this book gives you an understanding of where to start, how
to start, what to expect from day trading, and how to develop your strategy. Simply reading this
book, however, will not make you a profitable trader. Profit in trading does not come with
reading a book or two or browsing online. It comes with practice, the right tools and software
and appropriate ongoing education. Transitional traders may benefit from the book's extensive
overview of some of the classic strategies that the majority of retail traders regularly use with
proven success. If you think you are beyond the stage of a novice trader, then you may want to
jump ahead and snap the purchase button and start reading. Get all the information you need
here in this book.
An introduction to trading options, written by a very successful trader with many years'
experience in the market. It focuses on the practical rather than the theoretical and describes,
step-by-step, basic strategies for successful trading. The book includes real-life examples of
the author? trades. It is invaluable for both novices and more experienced traders.
Trading Triads explains the ‘Triads’ method, a system that enables simple market analysis,
flagging accurate turning points as well as precise entry and exit points for trades. The book
begins by introducing the reader to the Triads method and how it was developed, as well as
explaining how it reflects the fundamental structure of the market. The author goes on to
explain the oscillatory nature of markets, their structure and their key elements. The book
explains why most indicators give false signals and explains how to avoid them. After exploring
fundamental market structure, the book explains the Triads strategy. It covers precise entry
and exit points as well as stop placement. Also it explains how to use Triads at the same time
as other indicators to trade the markets most successfully – for example, how a simple moving
average traded with the help of Triads becomes a powerful trading tool that avoids most false
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signals. It also shows how to trade an MACD, stochastic or any other indicator/method with the
help of Triads. The purpose of these examples is to show how the Triads methodology
improves significantly any trading method or trading tool. The book aims to explain to the
reader a new trading method which can simplify analysis of the market, and provide a simple
and extremely versatile strategy which can sit alongside the trader’s current range of tools to
increase precision, and results, in their trading of the markets.
Would you like to learn the secrets of trading? Are you looking for a consistant passive
income? Aren't you able of getting the best out of your investing? Do you want to discover all
the trading methods? If your answer is YES, you have found what is right for you. Surely thre
are many people that have become wealthy by trading alone. However. the markets can be
risky if don't know the rules of the game. Indeed trading is a fusion of math and science, but as
we are humans, we easily tend to make bad choices that bring us to lose money. What you
need if you don't want to go wrong is a good guideline and the right means to choose wisely.
This book is designed to give you knowledge and guidance on Forex, Options, Stock market
and Crypto. You are going to be able dodge the traps and enjoy the advantages of these
markets. We will provide you the tools to duck the common obstacles of all of these markets.
You will discover the secrets that make professional traders detect some market movements
that bring them consistent profits. You will learn: How to start in trading How to maximize your
profit How to draw up a trading diary How to choose between Forex, stocks and Options The
aim of this book is to provide you a whole set of tools that will allow you to take your decisions
calmy I want to help you become a profitable and successful trader. I will pave you the way to
the financial freedom to control your destiny learning with a step by step process. I know what
you are thinking: " Ok, but a mere book won't give me the right capability to become a pro in
trading" Don't worry about that! This is a step by step guide that will provide you practical
examples and exercises. Well, these are the tools you needed, the only step missing is your
action! What are waiting for? Hit that BUY NOW BUTTON!
????????

If you are already making thousands of dollars trading Forex and make a full time
extravagant living taking a couple of trades a month, then, please skip this book and go
find something else to do. So, on the other side, do you live in a self denial chasing the
next best system? STOP... Enough is enough, enough ridicule from your relatives and
friends, it's time to show your guts. Face it, think about it, what would you think if you
were on the other side looking through the eyes of your family and friends. All you see
is a loser, getting ups and downs totally controlled by the next guru they read about.
Doode, this gota stop! Trust me, I know you feel the pain. I can kind of still remember
it...kind of hard to do when I am sitting on my yacht in the Caribbean sipping from
something that comes with umbrella on top. See, it didn't use to be that way, not too
long, couple of years ago... but I will tell you about that later in my letter Ha! Forex
trading is not all it is cracked up to be, it is a hard game controlled by robots and banks
and foreign sovereign institutions. Keep reading if you know where I am coming from...
Things didn't used to be all pink for me either, pain, loss, closed one losing account,
opened second one, heard of such and such broker giving a certain deal on lots
opened another account, lost all the money, started in the mini, macro, regular lots...
Does that sound familiar, try to look from the outside, Forex is for crazy people, crazy
winners or crazy losers. Now, if this is your first contact with Forex, I am really sorry you
had to hear this small talk. I would rather be the nice guy, rather be the good news
bearer, but please, don't kill the messenger, this is the bloody truth in Forex. You may
be mad at me at this moment, but soon will come the moment you will thank me . Or
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you would rather stumble on a nice guru telling you all the lies, and how he can help
you open a 10k account with a secret advantage. Or worse He can even offer to
manage your 10k, if you so willingly send him a check for the whole amount. The book
you are about to read is the hard learned secrets of the successful traders and brokers
and I am putting it all out for you. See I don't really need the 10 bucks, but I am making
sure you appreciate the value you are getting. I have made my share trading the
market, paid for all the yachts cars and toys and the farm, now it's your turn. I am sick
and tired of the pain in the community and all the retail traders like yourself slaughtered
by the hefty brokers. It is time to pay back, it is time for me to give back and to make
sure the small trader has evened the plates no more secrets and golden grails
uncovered. All the knowledge I am presenting in this book, comes from the school of
hard knock, expensive paid Forex forums, where real traders hang out, not bothered by
the rookies. Things I overheard on the golf course? Tell me about that, one of the guys I
used to golf with executed only one trade a month, we used to call him the "ONE
TRADE GUY..". How ridiculous that is? Hanging around, playing golf all month until a
certain currency goes to a such and such monthly level, and pull the trigger to wipe out
all the people with red eyes staring at the screens day and night, fighting with their
spouses, wasting their lives in front of the broker platforms. I know what you are
thinking "this guy is full of it!" Well, I am fed up with the usual story that hits every
newbie trader like you and I don't want you to have anything to do with it. So, I am
giving you a choice: take this book read it, study and devour every single strategy
(however don't choke take it step by step), because it's real, truth coming from a real
trader (I wish I could stretch my hand over the monitor, I promise you! You could touch
me.) Take the leap of faith;you are a couple mouse clicks away from finding the real
freedom and trading like a pro. Take the click of faith! See you on the other si
If you are already making thousands of dollars trading Forex and make a full time
extravagant living taking a couple of trades a month, then, please skip this book and go
find something else to do. So, on the other side, do you live in a self denial chasing the
next best system? STOP... Enough is enough, enough ridicule from your relatives and
friends, it's time to show your guts. Face it, think about it, what would you think if you
were on the other side looking through the eyes of your family and friends. All you see
is a loser, getting ups and downs totally controlled by the next guru they read about.
Doode, this gota stop! Trust me, I know you feel the pain. I can kind of still remember
it...kind of hard to do when I am sitting on my yacht in the Caribbean sipping from
something that comes with umbrella on top. See, it didn't use to be that way, not too
long, couple of years ago... but I will tell you about that later in my letter Ha! Forex
trading is not all it is cracked up to be, it is a hard game controlled by robots and banks
and foreign sovereign institutions. Keep reading if you know where I am coming from...
Things didn't used to be all pink for me either, pain, loss, closed one losing account,
opened second one, heard of such and such broker giving a certain deal on lots
opened another account, lost all the money, started in the mini, macro, regular lots...
Does that sound familiar, try to look from the outside, Forex is for crazy people, crazy
winners or crazy losers. Now, if this is your first contact with Forex, I am really sorry you
had to hear this small talk. I would rather be the nice guy, rather be the good news
bearer, but please, don't kill the messenger, this is the bloody truth in Forex. You may
be mad at me at this moment, but soon will come the moment you will thank me . Or
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you would rather stumble on a nice guru telling you all the lies, and how he can help
you open a 10k account with a secret advantage. Or worse He can even offer to
manage your 10k, if you so willingly send him a check for the whole amount. The book
you are about to read is the hard learned secrets of the successful traders and brokers
and I am putting it all out for you. See I don't really need the 10 bucks, but I am making
sure you appreciate the value you are getting. I have made my share trading the
market, paid for all the yachts cars and toys and the farm, now it's your turn. I am sick
and tired of the pain in the community and all the retail traders like yourself slaughtered
by the hefty brokers. It is time to pay back, it is time for me to give back and to make
sure the small trader has evened the plates no more secrets and golden grails
uncovered. All the knowledge I am presenting in this book, comes from the school of
hard knock, expensive paid Forex forums, where real traders hang out, not bothered by
the rookies. Things I overheard on the golf course? Tell me about that, one of the guys I
used to golf with executed only one trade a month, we used to call him the "ONE
TRADE GUY..". How ridiculous that is? Hanging around, playing golf all month until a
certain currency goes to a such and such monthly level, and pull the trigger to wipe out
all the people with red eyes staring at the screens day and night, fighting with their
spouses, wasting their lives in front of the broker platforms. I know what you are
thinking "this guy is full of it!" Well, I am fed up with the usual story that hits every
newbie trader like you and I don't want you to have anything to do with it. So, I am
giving you a choice: take this book read it, study and devour every single strategy
(however don't choke take it step by step), because it's real, truth coming from a real
trader (I wish I could stretch my hand over the monitor, I promise you! You could touch
me.) Take the leap of faith;you are a couple mouse clicks away from finding the real
freedom and trading like a pro. Take the click of faith! See you on the
Are you tired of losing your hard-earned money to misguided forex trades? Do you
dream of making a huge fortune to set yourself free financially, but don't have the time
or the skills to execute superior trading strategies? If yes, then this book is for you!
Forex trading is often misconceived to be too complex for beginners and also wrought
with rumors and half-truths, but did you that you can understand the market and
maximize profits with forex trading even if you don't have any trading experience? This
book is written to help you understand what forex is, how to day trade it, where to trade
it, and how to avoid the pitfalls that waste the investment of many beginners. It takes
you through the basics and reveals how anyone can day trade forex with great success
- consistently. With this book, you'll learn the ins and outs of forex trading so you can
get started today. It provides a fast way to catch up with the essentials of foreign
exchange and breaks down intricate details to simple terms and concepts. Packed full
of expert tools and tactics, and superior winning strategies that will help you trade
profitably and break free from your 9-to-5 job, this book will arm you with a great deal of
pre-trading knowledge and a unique trading psychology that will help you grow your
daily market profits. Everything You Need to Conquer Forex Whether you're a newbie
or an experienced trader looking to get an edge, this comprehensive forex guide will
teach you everything you need to know to make your own little fortune from the
financial markets. Here's a preview of what you'll discover within the pages of this book:
What forex trading is and how it works in a way that's easy for even a complete newbie
to understand The secret trading strategies that consistently earn me over $10,000
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every month and bring in a profit of over $100,000 a year The powerful hidden
strategies i use to manage risks and skyrocket his profits regardless of market
conditions How to start day trading forex right away and conquer your emotions even if
you have no previous experience of the markets The best strategies to trade futures
and cryptocurrency, and make consistent profits in 2020 And much more This book is
written to empower all types of traders - from beginners who have absolutely no
experience to experts who haven't been making enough money with their strategies.
Scroll up and click the "Buy Now" bottom to download the entire book right now!
Trading TriadsUnlocking the Secrets of Market Structure and Trading in Any
MarketJohn Wiley & Sons
There are two major ways to consistently make money in the market: 1) Hunt for
several huge winners in a year. Build large positions in them and ride them for
monstrous gains. 2) Hunt for hundreds of 5% to 30% short-term winners, where the
goal is to compound capital quickly by actively moving in and out of them. There is not
right or wrong approach here. Both have place in the arsenal of each active market
participant. Everything comes at a price. If you want to catch a 200% to 300% long-term
winner, you have to be willing to sit through multiple consolidations and several bigger
than 30% pullbacks. Not everyone has the stomach to ride big stock market gainers,
but maybe you don't have to. If you sell all your winners, when they are up 20%, you
will never catch a double or a triple. Fact. What is also true is that in any given year,
there are a lot more 20% moves than 100% moves. If you learn how to catch hundreds
of quick 5% to 20% moves, your capital could appreciate very quickly while you keep
you keep the drawdown in your account to a minimum. Swing trading is among the
fastest way to grow capital if you learn how to properly apply its principles. Swing
trading is all about velocity and opportunity cost of capital. The goal is to stay in stocks
that are moving quickly in our favor and avoid "dead money" periods. Stocks move in
5% to 30% momentum bursts that last between 2 and 10 days, before they mean-revert
or go into sideways consolidation. The goal of every swing trader is to capture a portion
of a short-term momentum burst, while avoiding consolidation periods. Then to repeat
the same process hundreds of times in the year by risking between 0.5% and 1% of
capital per idea. The beauty of swing trading is that it provides many signals. You don't
need to risk a lot per signal. You won't second-guess yourself whether to take a signal
or not. One trade is not going to make your year or your month, but it also won't ruin it.
It relies on the magic of compounding. The idea is to grow capital quickly by being
leveraged to the hill during favorable periods and being mostly in cash during
unfavorable periods. I know that if you apply the principles I describe in this book, you
will become more knowledgeable, more profitable and happier market participant. Here
is a brief overview of what you could expect to learn: 1) What drives short-term market
moves? How to recognize perfect swing setups; when to buy them and where to put
your stop losses. 2) When to sell and how. 3) How to be more profitable. How to
improve your success rate and where to hunt for big short-term gainers. 4) How to
manage risk properly. How to decide how many shares you should buy of every stock
you like. How to check if you have an edge in the market. 5) How and why to time your
market exposure. The paper version of the book is super thin, because of its huge
dimensions of 8"x10." 84 pages with about 30 colored charts with annotations. Letters
size is 14 with 1.5 spacing. It could be read in one sitting. There is no fluff. Only
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practical, actionable information that could be applied right away. Here are some brief
reviews from Twitter and StockTwits: @BarbarianCap . I read @ivanhoff swing trading
ebook. A must-read for trades and investors interested in what others do.
@BarbarianCap In the book @ivanhoff lists his screens with lots of chart case studies;
sizing; judging the health of the market, etc. Good stuff. @BrattleStCap: Ordered
@ivanhoff book on swing trading last night, well worth the $10, great primer/refresher
for anyone who ever puts on short-term trades."
Just a decade ago, the Foreign Exchange was a market reserved for a select few. Now,
anyone can actively trade in this profitable market—even those with no formal financial
education. Enter James Dicks, a leading FOREX expert and educator who cut his teeth
in this burgeoning market and wants to share his years of experienced wisdom with
you. FOREX Trading Secrets is a one-stop sourcebook packed with everything a trader
needs to quick-start success in a 24-hour market. In addition to covering every
fundamental aspect of the FOREX, this hands-on guide provides hard-won tools and
strategies from a seasoned trader, who helps you minimize your exposure to the
inherent risk in this unique market. A useful volume you’ll turn to again and again,
FOREX Trading Secrets features specific examples of proven trading strategies
working in the real world, a simple and profitable technique for money management,
and confidence-building skills for creating your own source of income. If you have never
traded the FOREX before, FOREX Trading Secrets is the place to start. It covers the
essential basics, including all major currency pairs, the mechanics of trading, how to
place a trade, and deciding what type of trader you are. Experienced traders gain
expert insight into the fundamentals, as well as such advanced topics as creating a
successful trading plan,managing risk, mastering your emotions, and building your
portfolio. You will benefit from An insider’s clarification of the Carry Trade Seeing
technical indicators and patterns through a master’s eyes The secrets to FOREX
diversification A detailed explanation of the author’s personal trading approach A
Trader’s Ten Commandments There is no holy grail of FOREX trading, but with
FOREX Trading Secrets, all you need is practice to build a powerful trading toolbox for
wealth security in the world’s biggest financial market.
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